COMMUNICATION.

Editor of THE TECH:

Dear Sir: I feel that all the members of the class in Sophomore Physics will join with me in a feeling of gratitude towards the Physics Department for their action in posting two copies of previous mid-year examinations in the Physical Library. These examinations will aid all the men preparing to take the examination, for it will give them a good idea of the kind of questions asked and will enable them to plan how to treat them. The questions on these examinations are always much more formal in character than those asked in the class room recitations, and to my mind one of the difficulties offered, even to the men best prepared. In taking these examinations is the formal and unaccustomed way in which the questions are stated.

I am sure that all the students would be grateful if the other professors would post similar examinations in convenient places or would take up some questions from previous papers for discussion in the last recitations, and so give the men a general idea of the types and topics of questions.

Thanking you for your consideration of this matter, I am,

Very truly yours,

L. '15.
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